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Forord / Vorwort 

Vi har hermed fornøjelsen af at frem-
lægge bidragene fra Det 61. Internationa-
le Sachsensymposion 2010 i et særbind af 
Arkæologi i Slesvig/Archäologie in Schle-
swig.

Arkæologi i Slesvig/Archäologie in 
Schleswig står for de symposier, som 
danske og tyske arkæologer fra museer, 
institutioner og universiteter har afholdt 
på tværs af landegrænsen siden 1991. 
Forumet fungerer som platform for en 
præsentation af aktuelle forsknings- og 
undersøgelsesresultater i koncentreret 
form. Desuden danner det udgangspunkt 
for at vedligeholde bestående faglige og 
kollegiale kontakter og er med til at skabe 
nye forbindelser.

Ved første øjekast kan det virke overra-
skende, at indlæggene fra Det 61. Interna-

tionale Sachsensymposion 2010 fremlæg-
ges i dette bind. Men begge symposier har 
mere til fælles end som så, idet såvel valget 
af emneområder, som mange af deltagerne 
er de samme.

Vi vil her benytte lejligheden til at takke 
alle dem, der har været medvirkende til, at 
det foreliggende bind kunne udkomme så 
kort tid efter symposiets afholdelse. Prof. 
Dr. Ulrich Müller, Institut für Ur- und 
Frühgeschichte i Kiel sørgede for, at al 
grafisk arbejde kunne udføres på institut-
tet i Kiel. Holger Dieterich fra instituttet 
har layoutet og designet det nærværende 
bind, mens Renate Braus fra Wachholtz 
Verlag på vanlig kompentent vis stod for 
trykningen.

Her skal lyde en hjertelig tak til dem alle!



Sunhild Kleingärtner      Signe Lützau Pedersen      Lilian Matthes
Kiel / Haderslev, Juli 2011

Wir freuen uns sehr, zum 20-jährigen 
Jubiläum von Arkæologi i Slesvig / Archäo-
logie in Schleswig die Beiträge des 2010 in 
Haderslev durchgeführten Sachsensympo-
sions präsentieren zu dürfen! 

Arkæologi i Slesvig / Archäologie in 
Schleswig ist Synonym für grenzüber-
schreitende Symposien dänischer und 
deutscher Archäologen aus Museen, 
Landesämtern und Universitäten. Es 
fungiert seit 1991 als Medium, um aktu-
elle Forschungs- und Untersuchungser-
gebnisse in kompakter Form vorzustellen 
sowie bestehende Kontakte zu pflegen 
und neue herzustellen.

Das von Arkæologi i Slesvig / Archäolo-
gie in Schleswig zwischen Kongeå und Ei-
der gelegene Untersuchungsgebiet stellt in 
vielen Epochen der Ur- und Frühgeschich-
te eine Kernregion für Innovationen dar. 
Es tritt dabei als Dreh- und Angelpunkt 
von Prozessen in Erscheinung, die in Form 
unterschiedlichen archäologischen Nie-
derschlags zu erfassen sind.

Mag die Aufnahme der auf dem 61. In-
ternationalen Sachsensymposion 2010 in 
Haderslev gehaltenen Beiträge in diesen 
Band auf den ersten Blick überraschen, zei-
gen sich bei genauerem Hinsehen deutliche 
Übereinstimmungen zwischen den beiden 
Veranstaltungen. So überschneiden sich 
beispielsweise ihre Themengebiete und ins-
besondere auch der Kreis ihrer Teilnehmer.

Der engagierten Mithilfe aller Beteilig-
ten ist es zu verdanken, dass dieser Band 
in so kurzer Zeit hat entstehen können: 
Prof. Dr. Ulrich Müller, Institut für Ur- 
und Frühgeschichte zu Kiel, ermöglichte 
es, dass alle druckvorbereitenden Ar-
beiten im Kieler Institut vorgenommen 
werden konnten. Auf Holger Dieterich, 
Graphiker am Kieler Institut für Ur- und 
Frühgeschichte, gehen der Entwurf des 
Layouts und die graphische Gestaltung 
der Beiträge zurück. Renate Braus, Wach-
holtz Verlag, betreute zuverlässig die 
Drucklegung. 

Ihnen allen sei herzlich gedankt! 



The 61st International Sachsensympo-
sion was held in the Museum Sønderjyl-
land – Arkæologi Haderslev from 11 – 16 
September 2010. Ninety-three archae-
ologists from nine countries attended the 
conference. It was the aim of this confe-
rence to reconsider the classic theme of 
leadership and elites by taking a contextu-
al approach to the archaeological record. 
The choice of this year’s theme would have 
pleased Hans Neumann, the former lead-
er of the museum. Through his work, for 
example on the Olger Dyke, he managed 
to establish the museum in Haderslev 
as an international research institution. 
As early as the 1950s, Neumann was in 
contact with the group of archaeologists 
who had founded The International Sach-
sensymposion in 1949. In 1963, Neumann 
for the first time attended a symposion 
held in Groningen in the Netherlands. 
Fourteen years later, Neumann ś contin-
ued attachment to the The International 
Sachsensymposion resulted in the 28th 
symposion being held in Haderslev. It was 
both a great honour and pleasure for the 
Museum Sønderjylland that The Interna-
tional Sachsensymposion returned to Ha-
derslev to hold its 61st meeting here.

Thirty-five colleagues presented inter-
esting papers most of which are published 
in this volume. They all contributed to 
our understanding of the multi-faceted 
realities of Iron Age and Early Medieval 

societies and their structures. During 
an excursion through the countryside of 
southern Jutland we visited a number of 
sites related to the theme of the confe-
rence. Our first stop, however, was to visit 
the Bronze Age site of Brdr. Gram in Vo-
jens, where we saw a grand example of an 
early three-aisled longhouse. The second 
stop was at Dankirke south of Ribe where 
a possible trading place flourished in the 
3rd – 5th centuries AD. Then we went on 
to Hjemsted Prehistoric Park. Here, parts 
of a larger settlement community, contem-
porary with the trading place at Dankirke, 
have been reconstructed. After lunch at 
the park, we continued towards Tinglev 
in order to visit the Olger Dyke which was 
probably constructed by the Angles in the 
1st century AD. The next stop was at Søn-
dergård III, one of the many settlement 
sites currently being excavated in advance 
of construction works for a new motor 
way. Here, we saw a fine example of the so-
called Osterrönfeld-type house which can 
be dated to the 3rd century AD. It is thus 
probably contemporary with one of the of-
ferings at the Nydam Bog, the last site on 
our excursion. Thanks go to all of those in-
volved in carrying out the excursion. 

The opening of The 61st Sachsensympo-
sion was celebrated in the old town hall of 
Haderslev where the town council offered 
us a splendid reception including a Renais-
sance buffet organised by the group Histo-
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ricum. This special environment proved to 
be a setting fostering friendly conversation 
and a warm and open atmosphere which 
was to pervade throughout the conference. 
Due to the dedicated commitment of all 
our colleagues at the museum who helped 
us in running the conference smoothly a 
very apt framework for an inspiring con-
ference was created. The 61st International 
Sachsensymposion was characterized by 
stimulating exchange of ideas as well as 
intense and fruitful discussions. We would 
like to thank all members of the Sachsen-
symposion who contributed to the success 
of the conference. 

Many thanks go to Tenna Kristensen 

and Lennart Madsen who – despite heavy 
rain – managed to give us a memorable 
guided tour through Haderslev. Danske 
Bank Haderslev kindly supported the con-
ference by way of stationery. We would 
also like to thank Kulturarvsstyrelsen and 
Museum Sønderjylland – Arkæologi Had-
erslev for their generous financial support 
towards the conference, and Dronning 
Margrethe II’s Arkæologiske Fond and 
Museum Sønderjylland – Arkæologi Ha-
derslev for their contributions towards the 
present publication. Finally, we are grateful 
to Holger Dieterich, Sunhild Kleingärtner, 
and Lilian Matthes for their expertise re-
lated to the publication of this volume. 

Linda Boye  •  Per Ethelberg  •  Lene Heidemann Lutz
Pernille Kruse  •  Anne Birgitte Sørensen

Haderslev, July 2011
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Recent cross-disciplinary debates have 
sought to theorise and investigate the 
active and strategic use of material cul-
tures and monuments in early medieval 
commemoration. Through deployment in 
ritual performance and practice, material 
culture can be regarded as an important 
medium for memory work – technolo-
gies of remembrance (Jones 2007; Dev-
lin 2007; Gondek 2007; 2010; Williams 
2006). These material memories – the 
outcomes of strategies for selective social 
remembering and forgetting – afforded 
means by which early medieval individu-
als, groups and kingdoms defined their 
sense of identity in relation to land, re-
sources and history.

This perspective has recently proved the 
basis for theorising early medieval mortu-
ary practices as a medium of commemora-
tion through both ritual performance and 
the use of cemetery space (e. g. Devlin 
2007; Williams 2007) as well as through 
burial location (e. g. Williams 1999; 2001; 
Williams et al. 2010). However, it is 
widely recognised by scholars that elites 
during the middle and later first millen-
nium AD utilised a far wider and diverse 
range of material cultures, spaces and ar-
chitectures in commemorative practice. 
These have to date received less attention 
and interpretation by archaeologies of re-

membrance (although see Gondek 2007; 
2010; Ó’ Carragáin 2007; Williams 
2010). Not only monuments and archi-
tectures, but also substances, materials, 
artefacts and art could have all played a 
role. Exploring how these different mate-
rial cultures operated and interacted with 
each other and with the written and spo-
ken word to create rich commemorative 
strategies is an expansive and challenging 
task, and one that archaeologists have yet 
to fully engage with. In this paper I aim 
to make one effort in this broader pursuit 
of early medieval commemorative prac-
tice moving beyond the mortuary arena. I 
want to consider the ways by which early 
medieval sculpted stone crosses projected 
commemorative strategies involving the 
interplay of texts, form, materiality, loca-
tions and landscapes.

Memories in stone

The study of early medieval inscribed 
and sculpted stone monuments is a vi-
brant and interdisciplinary sub-discipline 
of early medieval archaeology in its own 
right (for a review of previous research on 
Anglo-Saxon material, see Cramp 2010). 
In recent years, studies have drawn upon 
a range of theoretical perspectives from 

Remembering Elites. 
Early Medieval Stone Crosses as Commemorative Technologies

Howard Williams
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anthropology to art history to interpret 
stone monuments in rich and sophisti-
cated ways (e. g. Hawkes 2003 a). A firm 
basis for considering stone monuments as 
commemorative technologies is provided 
by those studies that move beyond the 
typology, styles and iconography to con-
sider the roles of stone sculpture in socio-
political discourse (Driscoll 2000). Yet 
only a few studies have begun to tap the 
vast potential for more detailed considera-
tions of the complex forms, decorations 
and material qualities of monuments in 
combination with the immediate environs 
and landscape contexts of early medieval 
stone monuments (e. g. Edwards 2001 a; 
2001 b; Driscoll et al. 2005; Gondek 

2007; 2010). In Britain at least, many stu-
dies have fallen short of their potential for 
exploring the interconnections between 
different media used for memory-making 
by stone sculpture. Certainly the theo-
rised contextual studies of monuments 
explored for Gotlandic picture stones (e. g. 
Andrén 1993) and Scandinavian rune-
stones (e. g. Andrén 2000) are only begin-
ning to be written. 

I accept that exploring the interaction 
between media is a promising yet chal-
lenging undertaking. This is because stone 
crosses and cross-slabs are often incom-
plete, damaged and eroded. Moreover, 
crosses are rarely in their original land-
scape locations, being essentially semi-

Fig. 1. The Pillar of Eliseg from the north, during the 2010 Project Eliseg field season. The 
18th century inscription can be made out on the left-hand side of the monument. The origi-
nal ninth-century inscription is barely visible on the right-hand side (photo: H. Williams).
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portable material culture regularly reused 
in later times. There are also interpreta-
tive challenges we face in how to discern 
their form and decoration and decipher 
their images and text. Stone crosses are 
also difficult to interpret since their com-
memorative functions will often be syn-
onymous with, and deeply entwined with, 
their other roles in liturgical rituals, judi-
cial and social gatherings and their roles in 
marking boundaries and routes for those 
traversing the landscape. Moreover, the 
associations and uses of crosses could have 
changed rapidly, accruing new commemo-
rative roles and associations over time (see 
MacLean 1997, 83) and being co-opted 
into uses and associations very different 
from those conceived by their commis-
sioners and creators (Moreland 1999). 

Despite these challenges, I contend that 
early medieval stone crosses were com-
missioned and designed to be effective 
and varied commemorative technologies. 
In particular, I argue that their agency as 
commemorative material culture drew in 
part from their ability to harness many 
different media together with their strate-
gic use of location and landscape settings. 
Hence, many sculpted stones gained their 
mnemonic significance and efficacy from 
the interplay of media, materiality and 
space, providing a prominent commemo-
rative environment for early medieval se-
cular elites within ecclesiastical and mo-
nastic contexts and the wider landscape.

Commemoration and the Pillar of Eliseg

The focus of my discussion is an early 
ninth-century fragmentary cross-shaft 
situated on a mound near Llangollen in 
north-east Wales. Known as the Pillar of 
Eliseg, it is inscribed with the longest Latin 

text known from an early medieval Welsh 
monument (Fig. 1 – 2). Now barely visible, 
the inscription was recorded, seemingly 
with considerable accuracy, in the seven-
teenth century. It states that the monu-
ment was raised by the ruler of Powys, 
Concenn (Cyngen), whom, according to 
the Annales Cambriae, died in c. AD 854 
in Rome having ruled Powys since AD 808 
(Edwards 2009, 162). This monument has 
been long-neglected by scholarship yet it 
has received a recent insightful discus-
sion of the relationship between its text 
and landscape by D. Petts (2007) and a 
detailed investigation and interpretation 
by N. Edwards (2009). The Pillar will also 
be included in Edwards forthcoming. 
Moreover, the Pillar is now the subject of 
ongoing collaborative research between 
the Universities of Bangor and Chester 
with the support of Llangollen Museum 
and Cadw. 

Edwards’ (2009) recent study reveals 
how the cross acted as a sophisticated 
statement of commemorative propaganda 
by the ruler of the early medieval kingdom 
of Powys. Furthermore, the cross may 
have marked a site of assembly and possi-
bly even a royal inauguration site – a Welsh 
counterpart to sites better known from 
early medieval Ireland and Scotland (e. g. 
Driscoll 2004). Project Eliseg (http://pro-
jecteliseg.org/) seeks to explore Edwards’ 
interpretation through new fieldwork. For 
the purposes of this discussion however, 
Edwards provides an invaluable starting 
point for considering early medieval cross-
es as multimedia technologies of remem-
brance – unfolding mnemonic projects 
that involved many strands of commemo-
rative practice in their design, construc-
tion and use. While the Pillar is a unique 
monument, the interaction of commemo-
rative media found operating at the Pillar 
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may have implications for the interpreta-
tion of early medieval monuments across 
the British Isles and elsewhere in northern 
Europe and Scandinavia.

The Pillar of Eliseg is certainly a unique 
monument and cannot be used as a tem-
plate for interpreting all early medieval 
sculpted stone crosses and cross-slabs. 
However, it is not unique in using a wide 
range of media in combination. For all 
these multimedia monuments, their inter-
pretation can be enhanced by drawing on 
the insights of a recent study of the trans-
temporality employed in the strategic use 
of spolia in the Arch of Constantine (Gut-
tridge 2010). A. Guttridge argues that the 

allusions to the past in this Late Antique 
imperial monument were not ‘historical’ 
references per se, but ways of juxtaposing 
and merging different temporalities in or-
der to transcend time. While early medie-
val crosses from the British Isles were very 
different in form and context to this early 
fourth-century monument, the ways by 
which the past is materialised in the Pillar 
of Eliseg held a comparable transtemporal 
agency. 

Hence, when considering the com-
memorative significance of early me-
dieval crosses, we cannot distinguish 
between their allusions to ‘genealogical 
history’ and ‘mythical history’ (Gosden/

Fig. 2. The Pillar of Eliseg on its mound viewed from the west, February 2009 (photo: H. 
Williams).
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Lock 1998). Certainly these monuments 
aimed to materially create continuities 
between the present and imagined pasts 
as first explored in early medieval archae-
ology by R. Bradley (1987) for the site 
of Yeavering. Yet simultaneously, early 
medieval crosses projected visions of the 
future (see also Holtorf 1996; Bradley 
2002). Early medieval crosses achieved 
this in different ways, at different times 
and for different reasons, but in explor-
ing their multimedia character to assert 
temporal transcendence and visions of 
the past, we come closer to understand-
ing how and why specific commemorative 
statements were made by crosses within 
specific contexts of production and use 
(see also Carver 2001; Driscoll 2000). 
In the subsequent discussion, I use the 
Pillar of Eliseg as a case study to explore 
the interplay of textual, material, monu-
mental and landscape commemorative 
themes.

Textual memories 
The Pillar of Eliseg creates a sense of 

transtemporality through its use of Latin 
text. The inscription carries the reader or 
listener rapidly back and forth through 
time, from legend and genealogy to the 
Last Judgement (Fig. 3; Appendix 1). The 
textual connection of genealogy to myth 
is well-recognised by recent commenta-
tors (Edwards 2009, 155 – 168; Petts 
2007, 165). What has not been discussed 
adequately is how this defies a linear pro-
gression of succession and inheritance. In-
stead, the text, clearly and overtly intend-
ed for oral performance, shifts backwards 
and forwards in time, creating a web of 
temporal connections that spiral earlier 
into the past and further into the future as 
the text progresses and as the reader’s or 

speaker’s gaze descends down the surface 
of the monument.

The text achieves this effect by begin-
ning with the present name of the contem-
porary ruler, Concenn (Cyngen), almost a 
proclamation and celebration in its own 
right. For an illiterate or semi-literate 
viewer (see Higgitt 2003, 334), the name 
would have been the first thing that would 
be apprehended of the text as one looked 
up at the monument. This word begins a 
record of the immediate genealogy of the 
monument’s commissioner, back through 
Concenn’s father (Cattell) and grand-
father (Brohcmail) to his great-grand-
father (Eliseg) and great-great-grandfather 
(Guoillac). Hence the text asserts a real or 
invented continuity of five generations of 
male rulers. However, the genealogy does 
not continue any further at this point. In-
stead, the text pauses, stating that Concenn 
erected the stone for his great-grandfather, 
Eliseg. Moreover, it celebrates Eliseg’s mili-
tary victories and land-taking from the 
‘power of the English’. The text then spirals 
to the future as the inscription requests 
that public utterances of the text should 
be accompanied by a blessing for Eliseg’s 
soul. The next section is very fragmentary, 
yet it appears to bring us back to Concenn’s 
contemporary world and juxtapose and ce-
lebrate Concenn’s deeds to those of Eliseg 
(Edwards 2009, 155 – 168).

Therefore, the first half of the inscrip-
tion moves from present to the genealogi-
cal past and specifically to celebrate the 
deeds of Eliseg. It then moves forward to 
future before returning to the present. The 
second half of the inscription proceeds 
on an even greater temporal spiral. First, 
the text harks back in time once more, but 
this time seemingly to the mythical pre-
decessors of Guoillauc’s dynasty, namely 
‘Maximus of Britain... who killed the king 
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of the Romans’ and claims that his daugh-
ter Sevira married Guarthigirn, the tryant 
of Britain known from other sources as 
Vortigern to have lost his kingdom to the 
Saxons. Here, the temporal direction is re-
versed from that of genealogy, as we have 
legendary ancestors descending towards 
the present rather than marching away 
from it. We learn of three related genera-
tions: Maximus, Guarthigirn and then his 
sons. It is in this third generation that the 
locally-renown Saint Garmon is seem-
ingly injected as a further mythical ‘ances-
tor’ of Concenn’s dynasty as Germanus. 
The text states that Germanus blessed 
Guarthigirn’s son Britu. This implausible 
tie-in of inheritance from an usurper Ro-
man emperor, Dark Age tyrant of lowland 

 Britain and a fifth-century holy man bles-
sing a son with a name that connects to 
both his alleged father’s and grandfather’s 
 island rule, gives each a comparable sta-
tus as ancestor. It is therefore not a simple 
extension of genealogy. Instead it allows 
genealogy to merge with legend. They as-
sert a common military legendary ethos 
combining and asserting both sacred and 
political legitimacy. Edwards (2009, 166) 
argues that the inclusion of Guarthigirn 
may have been because he was celebrated 
as a king of all Britain, and likewise Mag-
nus Maximus had been victorious ruler of 
Britain and even wider realms. Germanus 
may have also invoked military victories 
of the holiest kind and against an enemy 
familiar to the ninth-century commis-

Fig. 3. An interpretation of the temporal spiral created by the Latin text on the Pillar of 
Eliseg.
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sioners, since the fifth-century Germanus 
purportedly won an ‘Alleleuia’ victory over 
the Saxons (Evans 2005, 6). Hence the text 
is not only claiming time but also space – 
reaching out to lands far beyond contem-
porary Powys into the future through the 
use of the past. 

One way of considering these characters 
is in parallel to the use of Old Testament 
heroes in figural ornament on sculpture 
found elsewhere, such as the Davidic re-
presentations of early medieval Scottish 
monuments (e. g. Hawkes 1997 b, 150), the 
juxtaposing of Old and New Testament 
scenes on the Sandbach crosses (Hawkes 
2002) or indeed the inclusion of Scandi-
navian myths on Viking period sculpture 
(Bailey 1980). Hence the text, like images 
used elsewhere, bridge directly from hal-
lowed legend to the monument’s present, 
making nested geographical claims of 
military victory and inheritance claims 

over British territories far beyond those of 
ninth-century Powys through the kingly 
and saintly heroes it names.

Subsequently, the text once again moves 
to the ninth-century present, this time 
commemorating the very act of comme-
moration. The text records the text’s ‘paint-
ing’ by a certain Conmarch (given the al-
literative name, possibly a relative or heir of 
Concenn’s). This may not only foreground 
the relationship between the commission-
er and the commissioned, but perhaps the 
social network of the royal household itself 
in the monument’s construction; the act of 
construction and inscription is itself an act 
to be remembered. Finally, the fragmentary 
conclusion takes us forward to a second fu-
ture, blessing Concenn, his household and 
all of Powys. The fragmentary text seems 
to assert their continuity in memory, mon-
ument and power unto the Last Judgement 
(see also Edwards 2009, 168). 

Appendix 1. The translated ninth-century text on the Pillar of Eliseg (after Edwards 2009, 
173).

+ Concenn son of Cattell, Cattell son of Brohcmail, Brohcmal son of Eliseg, Eliseg son of Guoil-
lauc.

+ Concenn therefore, great-grandson of Eliseg, erected this stone for his great- grandfather 
Eliseg.

+ It was Eliseg who united the inheritance of Powys ... however through force ... from the power 
of the English ... land with his sword by fire(?).

[+] Whosoever shall read out loud this hand-inscribed ... let him give a blessing [on the soul of] 
Eliseg.

+ It is Concenn ... with his hand ... his own kingdom of Powys ... and which ... the mountain.
+ ...monarch ... Maximus of Britain ... Pascent ... Maun Annan ... Britu moreover [was] the son of 

Guarthigirn whom Germanus blessed [and whom] Sevira bore to him, the daughter of Maxi-
mus the king, who killed the king of the Romans.

+ Conmarch represented pictorially this writing at the demand of his king, Concenn.
+ The blessing of the Lord upon Concenn and likewise(?) on all of his household and upon all the 

province of Powys until... .’
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Hence, the text neither promotes time 
in a linear nor a cyclical way. Instead, the 
text meshes Concenn’s present rule to past 
and future through an outward temporal 
spiral (Fig. 3). We know the monument 
today as ‘Eliseg’s Pillar’, but it equally be-
longs to Maximus, Guarthigirn, Severin, 
Germanus and Concenn. In other words, 
different pasts provide points on a textual 
journey through the generations from past 
through present to the end of time. Simul-
taneously, the monument alludes to ima-
gined landscapes claimed in the past and 
far beyond the extent of ninth-century 
Powys. Moreover, as D. M. Evans (2005) 
and N. Edwards (2009) note, the Historia 
Brittonum seemingly composed for Powys’ 
Welsh rivals Gwynedd reviles Vortigern 
(Guarthigirn). This shows the competitive 
propaganda between Welsh dynasties in 
their claims to the distant past.

The tone of the text is also important 
for understanding its commemorative 
significance. Edwards (2009, 163 – 164) 
contends the structure and phrases ope-
rate like a legal code; literally a manuscript 
imposed and afforded material perma-
nence through rendition in stone (see also 
Higgitt 1997, 74). Furthermore, the text 
was meant for public oration, evidenced by 
its explicit request for prayers for Eliseg’s 
soul from whoever reads it out loud. Yet 
even the silent text unspoken would have 
contained information discernible to the 
semi-literate. Even the illiterate may have 
picked out the names of key characters, 
especially when it is borne in mind that 
the text may have been originally vividly 
painted, perhaps in different colours (Hig-
gitt 1997, 72; 2003, 334). Furthermore, 
the letters are themselves a material in-
vocation of the past through the choice of 
antique script. Also, each line was punc-
tuated by crosses, serving the practical 

purpose of punctuating the text, but also 
dedicating the message to God and afford-
ing it legitimacy (Edwards 1999, 161). 

All these aspects combine to suggest 
that the text’s aim is to transcend time by 
invoking military victories, heroic  rulers 
and a saint and thus explicitly asserting 
comparable aspirations for the future. 
Concenn’s rule, household and (implicitly) 
the territory of his kingdom are rendered 
materially transtemporal through the legal 
framework of the text. This was a fitting 
strategy indeed had the cross been raised 
on a site of assembly and/or inauguration 
in lands heavily contested by powerful 
 rival kingdoms to the west (Gwynedd) and 
east (Mercia).

Material memories
The form and materiality of the monu-

ment need not be regarded as subsidiary 
to the text’s explicitly commemorative 
agenda. The Pillar was likely to have been 
originally a free-standing cross, a complex 
and multi-vocal symbol and commemora-
tive medium widely used throughout the 
British Isles by the eighth and ninth cen-
turies (Edwards 2009, 153). The text was 
therefore on the lower half of the cross’ 
pillar. Given the nature of the text, a cross 
in this context can be seen as commemo-
rating the ownership and giving of land 
but perhaps more specifically commemo-
rating the military victories that won it 
(Edwards 2009, 169; see also MacLean 
1997). 

In addition to the cross’ form, signifi-
cance can be attributed to the Pillar’s ma-
terial qualities and provenance. The pillar 
is made of Cefn-y-fedw sandstone that 
came from c. 5 km to the east. This fact 
should not be taken for granted. Wooden 
crosses may have been pervasive monu-
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mental media in the early medieval British 
Isles (MacLean 1997), yet the selection of 
a local source of stone may have been both 
practical and highly symbolic. The trans-
portation of the stone, its sculpting and 
raising may have all been prominent as-
pects of the commemorative significance 
of the cross.

From the 2.84 m fragment that has sur-
vived, it is evident that the monument 
sought to consciously echo the form of a 
Roman column and their association with 
military triumphs (Edwards 2009, 152). 
This is but one of many examples from 
early medieval Britain of stone sculpture 
reusing Roman worked stone, located at 
Roman sites and / or emulating Roman 
form and decoration. This antique allu-
sion in sculptural form resonates with 
the text, but has a further significance if 
we consider the ubiquitous material allu-
sions to the Roman past being deployed by 
Powys’ principal eighth and ninth-century 
political and religious Anglo-Saxon rival – 
Mercia – as well as the other Anglo-Saxon 
kingdoms (e. g. Hawkes 1997 a; 1997 b; 
see also Petts 2007, 165). Indeed, the 
stone monuments and churches of eighth 
and ninth-century Mercia, as well as the 
building of linear earthworks (Offa’s and 
Wat’s Dykes), can all be seen in material 
claims to the Roman past and specifically 
to imperial authority and power (Hawkes 
2003 b, 78 – 79). Hence, the Roman message 
of the Pillar of Eliseg’s text and form might 
be seen to simply emulate Mercian crosses 
(Petts 2007, 165). An alternative reading 
is that Cyngen had commissioned a care-
fully conceived alternative commemora-
tive material strategy, subverting rival 
claims to the Roman past by both Welsh 
and Anglo-Saxon rivals. In this context it 
is notable that the monument completely 
avoids both figural and non-figural orna-

ment with Roman imperial allusions. This 
is in striking contrast with their wide-
spread use in Mercian royal church foun-
dations and monuments of the era, as (for 
example) at Sandbach (see Hawkes 2002; 
2003 b) and Breedon-on-the Hill (Jewell 
2001). What is absent from the Pillar of 
Eliseg might be telling, revealing to us an 
attempt to create an alternative assertion 
of Roman connections. So the materiality 
of the Pillar may be selectively connecting 
to aspects of the distant pasts while revil-
ing media utilised by the churches of rival 
kingdoms.

Mound memories 
So far I have argued that the text, form 

and materiality of the Pillar were comple-
mentary aspects of its commemorative de-
sign. The third aspect of the monument for 
discussion is its location upon a mound of 
unknown date. In this regard, archaeolo-
gists have, over the years, explored the im-
mediate context of only a small selection 
of seemingly (in situ) early medieval mon-
uments (James 2005). Work by Project 
Eliseg is in the process of doing the same.

Edwards’ (2009, 147; 150 – 151) detailed 
study of the history of the Pillar has shown 
that the cross-shaft is reported to have 
fallen down by the 16th century and sub-
sequently dug into soon before 1773 when 
a skeleton was found within a stone coffin 
and accompanied by a silver coin. In 1779, 
the Pillar was re-erected by a local squire 
who dedicated it a second time with a 
Latin inscription, commemorating its re-
storation (Edwards 2009, 147 – 149). This 
was a monument ‘reanimated’ as an anti-
quarian construct (see Moreland 1999), 
associated with the building of a summer 
lodge adjacent to the ruins of the Cister-
cian abbey. However, while subject to post-
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medieval relocation and rededication, for 
the purposes of this discussion, the Pillar 
of Eliseg is a strong case of an early medi-
eval cross at, or very close to, it’s original 
location, situated upon an older mound.

The form of the mound is suggestive of 
a prehistoric monument, in which case the 
monumental location may be related to 
the antique allusion of the sculpture and 
its text. This was partly confirmed by the 
2010 excavations by Project Eliseg when 
the turf covering of the mound was re-
moved although the mound itself was left 
unexcavated. From surface appearances, 
the mound is a stone cairn with a kerb of 
large stones consistent with a monument 
of Bronze Age date. Further excavations 

are required to date and characterise the 
mound further (Fig. 4).

Mounds in early medieval Britain had 
a range of commemorative associations, 
some feared, some venerated, others am-
bivalent but famed (see Semple 1998; see 
also Williams 2006, 190 – 211). Mounds 
could attract ritual activity and monumen-
tal elaboration within the precincts and 
landscapes of both elite settlements and 
religious foundations between the seventh 
and ninth centuries (Hall/Whyman 
1996; Hope-Taylor 1977). In Western 
Britain including Powys, they are the fo-
cus of early Christian inscribed stones and 
burial sites of the fifth to seventh centuries 
AD (Evans 2005, 7 – 9; Longley 2009), so 

Fig. 4. The Pillar of Eliseg in July 2010 during the excavations by Project Eliseg, viewed from 
the south-west. Trenches were opened around the mound and the turf and topsoil was 
removed in trenches on the mound’s northern and western sides. The mound itself was not 
excavated (photo: H.  Williams).
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Eliseg’s Pillar can be seen as alluding to 
this customary practice. Certainly by the 
ninth century, Welsh sources attest to the 
fact that ancient mounds were sometimes 
regarded as the graves of ancient heroes 
resisting foreign invaders (Petts 2007, 
166; Edwards 2009, 149 – 151). The mound 
may have been perceived as a hero’s grave; 
indeed the Englynion y Beddau mentions 
at least one other grave of this nature close 
by at Llangollen (Petts 2007, 166). If so, 
then the mound matches the military and 
mythological character of the Pillar’s text 
and material and connecting it to a wider 
mythologizing of landscape in text and 
monument. 

Yet more sacred associations for the 
mound are also possible and not necessa-
rily contradictory to the argument above. 
Evans (2005, 6) notes the local association 
churches dedicated to St Garmon with (as 
yet undated) mounds. In any case (and 
given the seeming interplay with Mer-
cian commemorative practice), an ancient 
mound figures prominently in the Mer-
cian eighth-century Life of Saint Guthlac 
by Felix. This saint’s life informs us of how 
the hermit Guthlac lived upon, and was 
interred within, an ancient mound from 
which the monastery of Crowland subse-
quently developed. Hence, mounds could 
be tied into to the foundation myths of 
churches through the lives of saints as-
sociated closely with the Mercian royal 
family (Meaney 2001; Stocker 1993). As 
with the invocation of the Roman past, 
might the use of a mound by the Pillar 
be an explicit adaption and subversion 
of Mercian commemorative topogra-
phy? In this regard, it is notable that the 
 closest parallel to the Pillar’s location and 
monumental form is a pillar on a mound 
at Cleulow, Wincle, Cheshire. Here, a 
prominent natural knoll provides the set-

ting for a cylindrical cross-shaft that is 
far later in date that the Pillar: assigned 
by R. Bailey (2011) to the late tenth- or 
early eleventh-century (Edwards 2009, 
154). The influence might certainly have 
been two-way. But this raises the possi-
bility, given that Germanus is mentioned 
as blessing Guarthigirn’s sons, that the 
mound at the Pillar of Eliseg was perceived 
to be like the grave of a saint rather than 
a secular king! Indeed, Germanus, just 
Guthlac, was a saint connected to victories 
through spiritual combat. Simultaneously 
and perhaps faci litated by this holy con-
nection, the  pillar-on-mound may have 
explicitly connected this genealogical and 
legen dary history to the topography of the 
Holy Land, staging the remembrance of 
the kings of Powys in relation to the story 
of Christ’s suffering, sacrifice and resur-
rection on Golgotha (Edwards 2009, 170; 
MacLean 1997). 

Without direct written or place-name 
evidence, the explicit motivation for situ-
ating the cross on the mound will continue 
to elude us. Yet the ancient mound’s reuse 
by the Pillar is clear and it was probably 
a prominent landmark already redolent 
with memories when the cross was erec-
ted. Yet if on current evidence we cannot 
decide between these different possible 
significations, is it worth considering that 
perhaps the mound was simultaneously 
different things to different early medieval 
people, a pivotal part of multiple tempo-
ral narratives told in relation to the cross 
on the mound. In short, the mound may 
have been deemed an integral aspect of 
the monument’s commemorative strategy 
of transtemporality, mnemonically effica-
cious on a range of registers from Biblical 
and legendary to historical, military and 
territorial. Literary tradition, customary 
mortuary and commemorative practice 
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and contemporary crosses known to the 
commissioners may have all inspired the 
choice to locate the Pillar in relation to a 
mound that could have been an existing 
‘site of memory’, either regarded as a hero’s 
or saint’s grave or the site connected with 
their deeds. 

Landscape memories 
Elsewhere I have already suggested that 

we can understand crosses as elements of 
early medieval topographies of remem-
brance combining secular and sacred 
commemorative traditions focusing on 
churches (Williams 2006, 192). Yet stud-
ying the locations of early medieval stone 
monuments is fraught with difficulties. 
As noted above, this is due to their semi-
portable nature and their varied contexts 
of final deposition (e. g. Mack 2002) as 
well as the transformations the land-
scapes themselves have subsequently un-
dergone. When the original provenance 
of monuments can be defined with some 
certainty, the original locations of ninth 
to eleventh-century crosses and cross-
slabs seem to have defined ecclesiastical 
or secular territorial boundaries (Blair 
2005, 478 – 481; Turner 2006, 167–168) 
or else placed at foci within ecclesiastical 
sites close to the church (Edwards 1999; 
2001 a, 34 – 36; 2001 b; 2007, 400). In such 
locations, they may have simultaneously 
served many roles, not simply claiming 
land and actively commemorating acts of 
secular patronage (e. g. Carver 2001, 14), 
but also serving as stations for liturgical 
processions, marking assembly sites, and 
providing way markers for those moving 
through the landscape (see also Carver 
2004, 15 – 16; 26). To explore and refine 
these ideas, archaeologists are increa-
singly focusing their fieldwork upon those 

early medieval stone monuments seem-
ingly in situ to investigate their land-
scapes beyond their immediate environs 
(e. g. Gondek 2007; 2010; Griffiths 
2006). 

For the Pillar of Eliseg, Edwards’ study 
focused principally on the stone sculpture 
and mound and their suggested func-
tion, inspired by T. Charles-Edwards 
(2004), that the site was one of assembly 
and possibly royal inauguration (Ed-
wards 2009, 169). Project Eliseg, building 
on preliminary geophysical survey results 
by A. Turner and S. Semple (University of 
Durham), has begun investigating the im-
mediate environs of the mound and sculp-
ture, without conclusive results from the 
first, 2010, field season. The wider land-
scape context of the mound and sculpture 
require further research, but there are al-
ready hints that this wider setting contrib-
uted further to the Pillar’s commemora-
tive significance. 

One outstanding question is whether 
the Pillar of Eliseg should be understood 
as skylined from, and perhaps marking the 
outer enclosure (noddfa: see Silvester/
Evans 2009, 30 – 31; for some Anglo-
Saxon parallels, see Stocker 1993) of a 
church situated on the site later occu-
pied by the thirteenth century Cistercian 
foundation of Valle Crucis. If so, the Pillar 
would be skylined from this church as it 
is from the ruins of the monastery today. 
However, there are only hints for the ex-
istence of this early church from the cir-
cumstantial evidence that, elsewhere in 
Wales, Cistercian monasteries regularly 
re-founded earlier churches. Furthermore, 
alternative Welsh name for the abbey was 
‘Llanegwestl’, indicates a possible  earlier 
foundation (Edwards 2009, 149; see also 
Edwards 2007, 56). Alternatively, the 
Pillar may have stood relatively alone in 
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the landscape, potentially marking the 
boundary of the large parochiae of mother 
churches at Corwen to the west, Llangol-
len to the east and possibly Llanarmon in 
Iâl to the north (Silvester/Evans 2009). 
A parallel for this arrangement can be 
found in the location of the tenth-century 
cross at Maen Achwyfan near Whitford, 
Flintshire, situated on the ecclesiasti-
cal boundary of an early church site at 
Dyserth, beside a routeway crossing that 
boundary and within a concentration of 
prehistoric mounds (Edwards 1999; Grif-
fiths 2006). Inevitably, the location of the 
precise ecclesiastical and secular adminis-
trative boundaries in the ninth-century is 
little more than speculation (Silvester/
Evans 2009, 33 – 35). Yet we can tentatively 
suggest that the prominence of the Pillar’s 
location was geared to specific routes of 
movement into and out of territories, serv-
ing to protect and commemorate the land 
given by kings to the church.

Indeed, the local topography of the 
cross location is suggestive of a careful in-
terplay with routes of movement through 
the landscape. The Pillar and mound are 
upon the edge of a terrace above the river, 
a natural amphitheatre and well-defined 
gathering place defined by steep hills to 
the west and a steep slope down to the 
river to the east (compare with Gondek 
2010, 327 – 329). Furthermore, this arena is 
situated on a major route between the Vale 
of Llangollen and the upland district of Iâl 
via the Horseshoe Pass. Anyone coming 
south into the Vale of Llangollen would 
have encountered the cross and mound, 
whether it was an assembly site situated 
in the proximity of a church or not. More-
over, just north of this plateau, the ancient 
route from the Horseshoe Pass bifurcates, 
allowing travellers to head south-west to 
join the Valle of Llangollen without tra-

versing the full length of Nant Eglwyseg. 
Yet the position of the Pillar is such that 
travellers would have seen the Pillar in the 
distance if not passing it by. While further 
work is required to explore the landscape 
setting of the Pillar of Eliseg in more de-
tail, this brief consideration highlights 
both its prominence in the landscape, and 
the potential engagement with the monu-
ment during journeys out and into Powys’ 
territories, promoting the message of the 
Pillar to a wide audience. Here, following J. 
Blair (2005, 479), I foreground the role of 
this cross as marking a route rather than 
boundaries per se.

In many ways, this interpretation finds 
close similarities to the locations selected 
for isolated high-status barrow-burials of 
the seventh-century in parts of southern 
and eastern England (Semple 2003; Wil-
liams 1999). This may be no coincidence, 
especially as the text, materiality, mound 
and landscape setting of this ninth-centu-
ry cross suggest that it may have been po-
sitioned as part of a similar military-ori-
entated, land-claiming and myth-making 
strategy to earlier barrow-burials. Both 
media projected identities and claims 
over resources through the configuration 
of social memory at a time of rapid socio-
political stress and competition (see also 
Williams 2001; 2006).

Conclusion 

The kingdom and dynasty of Powys 
ended with the ruler who raised the Pil-
lar of Eliseg; he died in Rome, his kingdom 
was subsumed within Gwynedd and did 
not resurface until the eleventh century 
(Davies 1982, 110). Indeed, there is some 
question about whether it had existed as 
a political entity as long as the five ge-
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nerations claimed by the Pillar: Powys 
only appears in texts conclusively by the 
ninth century (Evans 2005). In this re-
gard, the Pillar of Eliseg is a defiant monu-
ment by a dying kingdom and beleaguered 
king. Yet it strove through multimedia and 
its chosen location to make a powerful 
statement subsuming the past, the present 
and the future.

This is an interim discussion inspired 
by the interpretations of David Petts and 
Nancy Edwards of the Pillar as well as by 
the ongoing fieldwork Project Eliseg. These 
provisos duly noted, I have tried to explore 
the potential of integrating text and con-
text in the interpretation of early medieval 
crosses and cross-slabs as commemora-
tive technologies (see also Andrén 2000). 
In doing so, I suggest that studies of early 
medieval inscribed and sculpted stones 
might be enriched by combining both new 
fieldwork and evaluations of existing data 
to explore more carefully the deployment 
and interplay between different media 
(text, figural and non-figural decoration, 
form, materiality, and landscape) and 
how these vary between monuments and 
change over time. 

Adopting this approach, we may provide 
a new interpretative typology of early me-
dieval sculpture. Such categories of monu-
ment will dwell not only upon sculptural 
form and style and more upon how early 
medieval monuments operated as com-
memorative technologies using their me-
dia and contexts in contrasting ways (for 
alternative perspectives on this problem, 
see also Driscoll 2000; Orton 2003 a; 
2003 b). 

The commemorative roles of figural and 
non-figural ornament have been omit-
ted since these do not appear to have 
been selected in the commemorative pro-
gramme of Eliseg’s Pillar. Yet elsewhere, 

as with the famous eighth-century Bew-
castle monument, a contrasting interplay 
of media is adopted. The designers of the 
Bewcastle monument employed extensive 
non-figural ornament together with a sun-
dial, a secular portrait and text to create a 
powerful commemorative transtemporal 
statement in its own right. Here also, land-
scape and location were integral to the 
statement, although the use of an ancient 
Roman fortification and placing adjacent 
to the church would have invoked a dis-
tinctive commemorative statement from 
that of the ninth-century Pillar of Eliseg 
(see Karkov 1997; Orton 2003 a; 2003 b; 
2006). Edwards (2009, 169) notes the pa-
rallels with another early ninth-century 
monument, the Dupplin Cross, Perth-
shire, with regard to both prominent loca-
tion in relation to a ceremonial centre and 
its iconography of secular and regal power 
(Henderson 1997). We must also note the 
parallel eighth-century martial depiction 
of a king as rider with wear-gear depicted 
on the Repton stone. Found in close prox-
imity to a crypt, church and a chapel/mau-
soleum – together they provided the com-
memorative environment for the Mercian 
royal dead and providing the architec-
tonics of the cult of a Mercian royal saint 
(Biddle/Kjølbye-Biddle 2001). 

Seemingly in contrast to these distinc-
tive and striking commemorative crosses 
of secular elites, it is worth also noting 
that crosses bearing only figural orna-
ment of Biblical scenes also explicitly in-
voke temporal transcendence through 
the careful juxtaposition of Old and New 
Testament imagery. A good example of 
this is the careful reading of the iconogra-
phy of the eighth-century Ruthwell cross 
(Ó Carragáin 1997) or indeed the early 
ninth-century north cross from Sandbach, 
Cheshire (Hawkes 2002; see also Hawkes 
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1997 b). While apparently distanced from 
secular politics, I contend that these two 
held socio-political import through their 
projection of time and memory through 
form, image and text.

In each of these pre-Viking examples 
of very different yet complex multimedia 
stone crosses, we see secular commemora-
tion in the ecclesiastical and monastic con-
text projecting the sacred transtemporal-
ity of the past in honouring the royal and 
holy dead. In this way, memory forges the 
identity of the elites commissioning and 
influencing these monuments, promoting 
their distinctive fame on a local and re-
gional scale (see Driscoll 2000, 251). In 
this light, the ongoing work at the Pillar of 
Eliseg cannot provide a template for inter-

preting all this early medieval commemo-
rative variability in stone, but it provides a 
sound footing to embark on tackling this 
wider interpretative challenge.
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